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Your data is a uniquely valuable resource, but ensuring your 
business can use it to best advantage has become too complex  
and risky. Ransomware attacks a business nearly every second of 
every day. And fragmented, single-purpose tools - even  
newer SaaS-based versions - are increasing the attack surface  
as well as cost and complexity. They treat data security and 
management as separate worlds. Cohesity is different.

Cohesity has adapted the software design principles of cloud 
hyperscalers - such as Google and AWS that manage the world’s 
consumer data - and is bringing scale, simplicity, and security to 
enterprise-class data security and management. The result is the 
Cohesity Data Cloud.

The Cohesity Data Cloud offers five key capabilities that work 
individually or together in a single, easy to manage environment  
that spans across the multicloud:

Data insights

Data protection

Data mobility

Data access

Data security
Search, classify, and analyze data 
globally to spot trends, identify 
sensitive data for compliance, 
and increase ROI through faster 
business decisions.

Ensure your data is immutably 
preserved, and instantly 
available in the event of  
a ransomware attack.

Safely and efficiently 
move data anywhere 
across a hybrid multicloud 
landscape to reduce cost 
and increase flexibility.

Eliminate wasteful copies,  
and manage files and  
objects efficiently at scale

Increase resilience to cyber 
threats through cyber vaulting, 
threat intelligence and scanning, 
data classification, and two-way 
integration with your Security 
Operations Center.
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Why Cohesity?

Our customers also enjoy complete flexibility 
in how they manage and license the Cohesity 
solution: a SaaS service managed by Cohesity, 
self-managed with a software subscription, or 
partner-managed through a service provider 
– or any combination.

Simplicity at scale
Our hyperscaler design supports multiple use 
cases that previously required separate solutions, 
enabling you to collapse silos, reduce complexity 
and cost, and control everything from a single UI.

Powered by AI insights
Built-in intelligence enables IT to accomplish more 
with their existing resources, improve efficiency, 
and avoid issues before they become serious by 
proactively monitoring and predicting behavior.

Third-party extensibility
Our API-first design allows developers and third 
parties to add value to your data through apps 
and services that can uniquely run in the same 
environment as the managed data rather than in 
a separate system.

Satisfied customers
We have enjoyed a high (85+) Net Promoter Score 
– a rare achievement that must be continuously 
earned and requires us to maintain the highest 
standards of customer obsession.

Zero Trust Security
Our platform is built on the principles of least 
privilege and segregation of duties, and integrates 
with your existing security operations to provide a 
holistic approach to data protection and resilience.

4X Leader in Magic Quadrant for Enterprise 
Backup and Recovery Software Solutions

First Time Out Visionary in Magic Quadrant  
for Distributed File Systems and Object Storage

5X Named to Forbes Cloud 100

Leaders in GigaOm Radar for Hybrid Cloud 
Protection, Unstructured Data Management 
and Enterprise Scale-Out File Systems 

4X Data Center Backup and Recovery Solutions 

2X Distributed File Systems and Object Storage

6X Winners Northface Customer Service Awards

85+ average NPS score

Market leadership

Customers
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Learn more at  
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